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2. PORTABLE TURNTABLES

**DISCOVERY - CR8009A**
- 3-SPEED TURNTABLE | BUILT-IN BLUETOOTH® RECEIVER
- HEADPHONE JACK | PITCH CONTROL | AUX IN | RCA OUT
- BUILT-IN STEREO SPEAKERS
- Colors: DUNE, GLACIER, SAGE

**MOMENTO - CR8018A**
- 3-SPEED TURNTABLE | BUILT-IN BLUETOOTH® RECEIVER | HEADPHONE JACK
- MOVING MAGNET CARTRIDGE | AUX IN | RCA OUT
- BUILT-IN STEREO SPEAKERS
- Colors: DESERT, MIDNIGHT

**VOYAGER - CR8017A**
- 3-SPEED TURNTABLE | BUILT-IN BLUETOOTH® RECEIVER
- HEADPHONE JACK | AUX IN | RCA OUT | PITCH CONTROL
- BUILT-IN STEREO SPEAKERS
- Colors: AMETHYST, BLACK DUNE, SEAFOAM, SHORES BLUE
PORTABLE TURNTABLES

EXECUTIVE DELUXE - CR6019D
3-SPEED TURNTABLE | BUILT-IN BLUETOOTH® RECEIVER | USB ENABLED
SOFTWARE SUITE FOR RIPPING AND EDITING AUDIO CONTENT | HEADPHONE JACK
AUX IN | RCA OUT | BUILT-IN STEREO SPEAKERS

NOMAD - CR6232A
3-SPEED TURNTABLE | BUILT-IN BLUETOOTH® RECEIVER | USB ENABLED
SOFTWARE SUITE FOR RIPPING AND EDITING AUDIO CONTENT | HEADPHONE JACK
MOVING MAGNET CARTRIDGE | AUX IN | RCA OUT | BUILT-IN STEREO SPEAKERS

PORTFOLIO - CR6252
3-SPEED TURNTABLE | BUILT-IN BLUETOOTH® RECEIVER | BLET DRIVEN
HEADPHONE JACK | MOVING MAGNET CARTRIDGE | AUX IN | RCA OUT
BUILT-IN STEREO SPEAKERS | PITCH CONTROL

CRUISER DELUXE - CR8005D
3-SPEED TURNTABLE | BUILT-IN BLUETOOTH® RECEIVER | HEADPHONE JACK | PITCH CONTROL | AUX IN | RCA OUT | BUILT-IN STEREO SPEAKERS

what's your color?
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6. PORTABLE TURNTABLES

DANSETTE JUNIOR - CR6234A
- 2-Speed Turntable
- Pitch Control
- Belt Driven
- Headphone Jack
- AUX In/Out
- Built-in Stereo Speakers
- Moving Magnet Cartridge
- Blue/Tan

BERMUDA - 6233D
- 2-Speed Turntable
- Built-in Bluetooth® Receiver
- Pitch Control
- Headphone Jack
- AUX In
- Moving Magnet Cartridge
- Built-in Stereo Speakers
- Includes Detachable Legs
- Green/Cream

STERLING - 6231D
- 2-Speed Turntable
- Built-in Bluetooth® Receiver
- Pitch Control
- Headphone Jack
- AUX In
- Moving Magnet Cartridge
- Built-in Stereo Speakers
- Includes Detachable Legs
- Black

RSD3 MINI - 6037A-S1
- Plays 3-inch records
- Belt Driven
- Pitch Control
- Built-in support turntable platter
- USB or battery powered (4 AA batteries required)
- AUX In
- Moving Magnet Cartridge
- Clear Dust Cover
- Built-in Speaker
- Cables included: AUX cable, AUX to RCA adapter, USB to mini USB charging cord
- Silver

*BLACK DISTRIBUTOR COLOR ONLY

tiny but mighty
RIDGEMONT - CR7010A
3-SPEED TURNTABLE | CD PLAYER | CASSETTE PLAYER | AM/FM RADIO
USB/SD CARD READER/ENCODER | RECORD VINYL/CASSETTE TO USB/SD
HEADPHONE JACK | AUX IN | BUILT-IN STEREO SPEAKERS
BLACK

MCQUEEN - CR7011A
3-SPEED TURNTABLE | BUILT-IN BLUETOOTH® RECEIVER | CD PLAYER
CASSETTE PLAYER | AM/FM RADIO | HEADPHONE JACK | AUX IN | RCA OUT
BUILT-IN STEREO SPEAKERS
GREY
LANCASTER - CR42D
3-SPEED TURNTABLE | BUILT-IN BLUETOOTH® RECEIVER | CD PLAYER
CASSETTE PLAYER | AM/FM RADIO | HEADPHONE JACK | AUX IN | BUILT-IN STEREO SPEAKERS

MUSICIAN - CR704B
3-SPEED TURNTABLE | BUILT-IN BLUETOOTH® RECEIVER | CD PLAYER
CASSETTE PLAYER | AM/FM RADIO | HEADPHONE JACK | AUX IN | BUILT-IN STEREO SPEAKERS

vintage style modern sound
OTTO - CR6033A
2-SPEED TURNTABLE | BUILT-IN BLUETOOTH® RECEIVER | BELT DRIVEN
PITCH CONTROL | AM/FM RADIO | HEADPHONE JACK | AUX IN
3” FULL RANGE FRONT MOUNTED SPEAKER

SWITCH II - CR6034A
2-SPEED TURNTABLE | BUILT-IN BLUETOOTH® RECEIVER | BELT DRIVEN
PITCH CONTROL | AM/FM RADIO | HEADPHONE JACK | AUX IN
2 EXTERNAL MATCHING SPEAKERS

PLAYER - CR6017A
3-SPEED TURNTABLE | AM/FM RADIO | HEADPHONE JACK
AUX IN | RCA OUT | BUILT-IN STEREO SPEAKER

T400A
2-SPEED TURNTABLE | BUILT-IN PREAMP | RCA OUTPUT
AUTO START BUTTON | STOP BUTTON | RECORD SIZE SWITCH
MOVING MAGNET CARTRIDGE | HINGED DUST COVER

BLACK | GREY | WHITE
C-series

C-100A
2-SPEED TURNTABLE | HI-TECH ABS CONSTRUCTION | BELT DRIVEN
BUILT-IN SWITCHABLE PREAMP | TONEARM COUNTERWEIGHT
PITCH CONTROL | AUX IN | RCA OUT

SILVER

C-200A
2-SPEED TURNTABLE | DIRECT DRIVE | DAMPED DIE-CAST ALUMINUM PLATTER
BUILT-IN SWITCHABLE PREAMP | PITCH CONTROL
DETACHABLE RCA OUTPUT CABLES | AUX IN | RCA OUT

BLACK
K100A
2-SPEED TURNTABLE | HI-TECH ABS CONSTRUCTION | BELT DRIVEN
DAMPED DIE-CAST ALUMINUM PLATTER | BUILT-IN SWITCHABLE PREAMP
PITCH CONTROL | DETACHABLE RCA OUTPUT CABLES | AUX IN | RCA OUT
2-WAY POWERED BLUETOOTH® SPEAKERS
BLACK

C6A
2-SPEED TURNTABLE | AUDIO GRADE MDF PLINTH
REPLACEABLE PHONO CARTRIDGE FOR A CUSTOMIZED LISTENING EXPERIENCE
LOW VIBRATION SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR | AUDIO TECHNICA CARTRIDGE
BELT DRIVEN | SWITCHABLE PREAMP | VIBRATION CONTROL FEET
BLACK, GRAY, RED, WALNUT

K200A
2-SPEED TURNTABLE | DIRECT DRIVE | DAMPED DIE-CAST ALUMINUM PLATTER
BUILT-IN SWITCHABLE PREAMP | PITCH CONTROL
DETACHABLE RCA OUTPUT CABLES | AUX IN | RCA OUT
2-WAY POWERED BLUETOOTH® SPEAKERS
BLACK

C62A
2-SPEED TURNTABLE | BUILT-IN BLUETOOTH® RECEIVER | RCA OUT
CLEAR DUST COVER | MOVING MAGNET CARTRIDGE | ALUMINUM TONEARM
AUDIO GRADE MDF PLINTH | LOW VIBRATION SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR | BUILT-IN AMPLIFIER
SWITCHABLE PREAMP | VIBRATION CONTROL FEET | 2 EXTERNAL MATCHING SPEAKERS
BLACK, GRAY, RED, WALNUT
C8A
2-SPEED TURNTABLE | BUILT-IN SWITCHABLE PREAMP
AUDIO-GRADE MDF PLINTH | FULL-SIZE ALUMINIUM PLATTER
ANTI-SKATE CONTROL | MOVING MAGNET CARTRIDGE
EXTERNAL BELT DRIVE MOTOR

C10A
2-SPEED TURNTABLE | AUDIO-GRADE MDF PLINTH
ORTOFON OM5E CARTRIDGE, PRE-MOUNTED | ANTI-SKATE ADJUSTMENT
CLEAR REMOVABLE DUST COVER

C3A
2-SPEED TURNTABLE | AUDIO-GRADE MDF PLINTH
LOW VIBRATION SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR | BELT DRIVEN
AUDIO TECHNICA CARTRIDGE | VIBRATION CONTROL FEET

sleek and stylish
SLIMLINE - CR1208A
80 DISC JUKEBOX CD MECHANISM
PERCOLATING BUBBLE TUBES
4 CHANNELS, 60 WATT RMS PER CHANNEL
STEREO AUXILIARY AUDIO INPUTS
HANDCRAFTED HARDWOODS AND VENEERS
OAK
ROCKET FULL SIZE JUKEBOX - CR1207A
80 DISC JUKEBOX CD MECHANISM
AUTHENTIC VINTAGE FLUORESCENT LIGHTING
4 CHANNELS, 60 WATT RMS PER CHANNEL
AUXILIARY INPUT/OUTPUT
BUILT-IN BLUETOOTH® RECEIVER

FULL SIZE BLUETOOTH® JUKEBOX - CR1215A
BUILT-IN BLUETOOTH® RECEIVER
CD PLAYER | COLOR SHIFTING LED LIGHTING
DECORATIVE MUSICAL PLAYLIST
AM/FM RADIO | AUXILIARY INPUT
SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL STAND (ST15-WA)
VINYL BUBBLER - CR1213A
AUTHENTIC BACK-LIT BUBBLE TUBES | HAND-BUILT IN THE UK
WOOD FORMED CABINET WITH CHROMED ACCENTS
ALUMINUM DECORATIVE FITTINGS AND SPEAKER GRILL
70 X 7” 45 RPM SINGLES CAPACITY (140 SELECTIONS)
4 X 60 WATT STEREO AMPLIFIER (SET TO 2 X STEREO CHANNEL PAIRS)
BUILT-IN BLUETOOTH® RECEIVER | MICROPHONE INPUT
AUXILIARY INPUT/OUTPUT | COIN MECHANISM
ROCKET VINYL JUKEBOX - CR1210A
70 X 7” VINYL RECORD ROTATING JUKEBOX MECHANISM
(140 SELECTIONS - A/B SIDES)
2X TWEETER AND 2X MID-RANGE | 1 X 12” TWIN CONE BASS SPEAKER
D4 DIGITAL AMPLIFIER | ROTATING TITLE DISPLAY
SHUFFLE PLAY | AUXILIARY INPUT/OUTPUT | MICROPHONE INPUT
BUILT-IN BLUETOOTH® RECEIVER
BLACK

LP VINYL JUKEBOX - CR1216A
10 X 12” VINYL RECORD ROTATING JUKEBOX MECHANISM
(20 SELECTIONS - A/B SIDES)
2X TWEETER AND 2X MID-RANGE | 1 X 12” TWIN CONE BASS SPEAKER
D4 DIGITAL AMPLIFIER | ROTATING TITLE DISPLAY
SHUFFLE PLAY | AUXILIARY INPUT/OUTPUT | MICROPHONE INPUT
BUILT-IN BLUETOOTH® RECEIVER | REMOTE CONTROL
BLACK
**Fleetwood - CR3501A**
- FM Radio
- Built-in Bluetooth® Receiver
- CD Player
- Digital Tuner
- Clock, Timer, Sleep
- Built-in Stereo Speakers
- RCA In
- Remote Control

**Mockingbird - 3034A**
- AM/FM Radio
- Built-in Bluetooth® Receiver
- Aux In
- AC or Battery Operated
- Headphone Jack

**Harmony - CR3037A**
- FM Radio
- Built-in Bluetooth® Receiver
- Aux In
- Built-in Stereo Speaker

**Tribute - 3036D**
- AM/FM Radio
- Built-in Bluetooth® Receiver
- Aux In/Out
- Built-in Stereo Speaker
SOLO - 3003A
AM/FM RADIO | ANALOG TUNER | 3” STUDIO DRIVER
AUX IN | AROUNDSOUND® DESIGN | PROVIDES SURROUND SOUND EFFECT
BLACK

CORSAIR - CR612B
CD PLAYER | AM/FM ALARM CLOCK RADIO | BUILT-IN BLUETOOTH® RECEIVER
DUAL ALARM CLOCK | HEADPHONE JACK | BUILT-IN STEREO SPEAKERS
BLACK

COMPANION - CR31D
AM/FM RADIO | BUILT-IN BLUETOOTH® RECEIVER | ANALOG TUNER
EXTERNAL FM ANTENNA | BUILT-IN STEREO SPEAKER
WALNUT

CATHEDRAL CD - CR32D
AM/FM RADIO | BUILT-IN BLUETOOTH® RECEIVER | CD PLAYER
ANALOG TUNER | BUILT-IN STEREO SPEAKER
WALNUT
CT100B
TAPE DECK | AM/FM RADIO | BUILT-IN BLUETOOTH® RECEIVER | SD CARD READER
RECORDING FEATURE | CASSETTE AUTO STOP | BUILT-IN MICROPHONE | AC OR BATTERY OPERATED
TWO SHORT WAVE RADIO BANDS | PLAY MUSIC FROM A USB DRIVE | HEADPHONE JACK

CT200B
TAPE DECK | AM/FM RADIO | BUILT-IN BLUETOOTH® RECEIVER | TREBLE/BASS DIALS
RECORDING FEATURE | EXTENDABLE ANTENNA | CASSETTE AUTO STOP | BUILT-IN MICROPHONE
FUNCTIONING VU METER | AC OR BATTERY OPERATED | HEADPHONE JACK
S100A
2-WAY POWERED SPEAKERS | BUILT-IN BLUETOOTH® RECEIVER
AUXILIARY INPUT | CLASS D AMPLIFIER RATED AT 15 WATTS/CHANNEL
4” WOOFER-1” TWEETER | FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 50 Hz TO 20,000 KHz
BLACK

OCTAVE - CR3110A
RECHARGEABLE LITHIUM ION BATTERIES | DYNAMIC FULL RANGE SPEAKER | USB PHONE CHARGER | BUILT-IN BLUETOOTH® RECEIVER | AUXILIARY INPUT | HEADPHONE JACK
GREY

CHARLOTTE - CR3028A
RECHARGEABLE LITHIUM ION BATTERIES | DYNAMIC FULL RANGE SPEAKER | USB PHONE CHARGER | BUILT-IN BLUETOOTH® RECEIVER | AUXILIARY INPUT | HEADPHONE JACK
BLACK
MARSHMALLOW
MINT
PURPLE
ASH
TELEPHONES

**KETTLE CLASSIC DESK PHONE - CR62**
- Push Button Technology | Rotary Fashion Dial
- Flash/Redial Feature | Earpiece Volume Control

**WALL PHONE - CR55**
- Push Button Technology | Rotary Fashion Dial
- Flash/Redial Feature | Earpiece Volume Control

**PRINCESS PHONE - CR59**
- Push Button Technology | Rotary Fashion Dial
- Flash/Redial Feature | Earpiece Volume Control

**1950’S PAY PHONE - CR56**
- Styled After 20th Century Payphone | Push Button Rotary Fashion Dial
- Working Coin Box with Key | Flash/Redial Feature | Wall Mountable

TELEPHONES AVAILABLE IN US ONLY

*TEAL DISTRIBUTOR COLOR ONLY*
stands

MANCHESTER - ST66
HANDCRAFTED HARDWOODS AND VENEERS
WIRE RECORD SLOTS FOR RECORD STORAGE | HAND RUBBED FINISHES

ACORN  BLACK  PAPRIKA  PAPRIKA  WHITE

BARDSTOWN - ST75
HANDCRAFTED HARDWOODS AND VENEERS
DECORATIVE GLASS DOOR | HAND RUBBED FINISHES

BLACK  APRICOT
BROOKLYN - CF1105
DESIGNED TO HOLD COMPONENT-STYLE TURNTABLES
TWO-POSITION ADJUSTABLE TOP SHELF | COMPONENT SHELF
SOLID HARDWOOD AND VENEER CONSTRUCTION

SOHO - CF1112
FITS MOST COMPONENT TURNTABLES
SIX CABLE MANAGEMENT HOLES | HOLDS UP TO 200 RECORDS
HEADPHONE HOOK | ADJUSTABLE FEET

EVERETT - CF1103
MID-CENTURY DESIGNED ENTERTAINMENT CENTER
HINGED TOP REVEALS SPACE FOR COMPONENT TURNTABLE
WIRED RACK RECORD STORAGE | HANDCRAFTED HARDWOODS AND VENEERS

EVERETT - CF1104
MID-CENTURY DESIGNED ENTERTAINMENT CENTER
WIRED RACK RECORD STORAGE
HANDCRAFTED HARDWOODS AND VENEERS

show it off
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RECORD CARRIER CASE - CR401
Holds 30+ albums | Metal and resin handle
Vinyl or fabric-wrapped

RECORD STORAGE CRATE - AC1004A
Integrated carry handles | Holds between 40-75 albums
Finished in solid wood

STACKABLE RECORD STORAGE CRATE - AC1017A
Upright stackable design | Integrated carry handles
Holds up to 40 albums | Finished in solid wood

WOOD VINYL RECORD FRAME - AC1006A
Displays 12.5" x 12.5" full size album cover | Glass front
Easy to mount onto wall | Made from furniture grade wood

45RPM ADAPTOR GIFT SET - AC1012A
6 total adaptors for use with 45rpm records
ABS plastic composition | Comes in a gift box

45'er - CR9100A
For use with 45 rpm records | Durable aluminium construction

HAVANA
TOURMALINE WHITE
SAND
BLACK
BLUE GREEN ORANGE
TURQUOISE

MAHOGANY
ACORN
WHITE
SAGE
TOURMALINE

BLACK
NATURAL RED
MAHOGANY
ACORN
WHITE
TOURMALINE
45 ADAPTORS - AD01-12
12 TOTAL ADAPTERS | FOR USE WITH 45 RPM RECORDS
ABS PLASTIC COMPOSITION

STYLUS CLEANING KIT - AC1010A
20 ML CLEANING SOLUTION | INCLUDED BUILT-IN BRUSH AND HANDLE

THE BEATLES APPLE RECORD STORAGE CRATE - AC1004A
INTEGRATED CARRY HANDLES | HOLDS BETWEEN 40-75 ALBUMS
FINISHED IN SOLID WOOD

YELLOW SUBMARINE RECORD STORAGE CRATE - AC1004A
INTEGRATED CARRY HANDLES | HOLDS BETWEEN 40-75 ALBUMS
FINISHED IN SOLID WOOD

ACCESSORIES

RECORD CLEANING KIT - AC20
FELT CLEANING BRUSH | RECORD CLEANING SOLUTION

THE BEATLES RECORD CARRIER CASE - CR401
 HOLDS 30+ ALBUMS | METAL AND RESIN HANDLE
VINYL WRAPPED

SGT PEPPER RECORD CARRIER CASE - CR401
 HOLDS 30+ ALBUMS | METAL AND RESIN HANDLE
VINYL WRAPPED

RECORD CLEANING KIT - AC1008A
ANTI-STATIC CARBON FIBER BRUSH | WET/DRY VELVET RECORD BRUSH

THE BEATLES PLATTER PAD - AC1016A
FITS FULL-SIZE PLATTER | AVAILABLE IN 7 DIFFERENT LICENSED BEATLES DESIGNS

THE BEATLES 45 ADAPTER - CR9100A
FOR USE WITH 45 RPM RECORDS | DURABLE ALUMINUM CONSTRUCTION
*SOLD SEPARATELY

© 2018 Subafilms Ltd, A Yellow Submarine™ Product, ™ Trade Mark of Subafilms Ltd © 1968, Authorized BEATLES™ Merchandise.
© 2018 Apple Corps Ltd. All Rights Reserved. A Beatles™ Product Created by Apple Corps Ltd. “Beatles” is a trademark of Apple Corps Ltd. “Apple” and the Apple Logo are exclusively licensed to Apple Corps Ltd.
WE BELIEVE that music is for the people and everyone should have access to quality products that let consumers experience how fun music can be.

WE BELIEVE that Crosley products should be an extension of our consumer’s unique personality, voice, fashion and lifestyle. #AmplifyYourStyle

WE BELIEVE that aligning ourselves with music industry professionals will lead to the creation of successful products.

WE BELIEVE in constantly stepping up to a new stage and whether it’s a budding vinyl enthusiast or a passionate collector, we’re listening and taking on the future with the heart of adventure.

WE BELIEVE that we have the responsibility to grow and protect the legacy of Powel Crosley Jr. as a visionary, pioneer and calculated risk taker. Inspired by his entrepreneurial spirit, we never rest on our successes and always strive to innovate.

why
Crosley exists to bring the joy of music to everyone

how
We activate the power of Crosley to ignite an emotional connection between our brand and music

what
We draw inspiration from the past to design and manufacture quality electronic products that will amplify your style

mission
Amplify Your Style. This is our mantra. With entrepreneurial spirit and music at our core, Crosley draws inspiration from the past to create products that are an extension of our consumer’s unique personality, voice, fashion and lifestyle. With over 30 years of bringing stylish music to the people, Crosley strives to innovate and continue to be the biggest trendsetter of the physical music resurgence.